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ABSTRACT
Hyperscale cloud datacenters are the fastest growing consumer of
power in most of the world. Zero-carbon cloud proposes the use
of these networks of datacenters as a geographically-distributed,
supply-following load to utilize excess renewable generation (e.g.
stranded power). Prior research has documented ample and grow-
ing stranded power, productive support of important computing
workloads, the ability to increase grid renewable absorption, cost-
competitiveness with traditional data centers, and the ability to
reduce cloud computing’s carbon footprint. Recent developments
suggest Zero-carbon cloud is at a breakout point, and datacenters
as supply-following load being deployed.

Datacenters as supply-following loads are intermittent but differ
significantly for traditional unreliability models. These datacenters
have high unavailability (1-20%), large-scale (10,000 cpu’s), and
predictable outage intervals. These properties raise a wealth of
interesting research questions in cloud and energy systems in areas
of resource management and scheduling (variable, stochastic capac-
ity), how much cloud load is compatible with supply-following and
can it be shaped, how to couple mutually distrustful power grid
and cloud scheduling, how to clear power markets with stochastic
bids, and how to manage power grids with stochastic bids.
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1 ZERO-CARBON CLOUD IDEA
Both the power grid and cloud computing have critical scaling prob-
lems. The power grid is challenged to scale to high renewable frac-
tions (RPS), as the addition of renewables creates challenges in both
sufficiency (renewables not available) and absorption (renewable
too plentiful). Remarkably, the excess power or “stranded power”
is available today in massive quantity – gigawatts [5, 6, 10, 13, 21].
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Figure 1: Zero carbon cloud positions datacenters as supply-
following loads, powered by excess renewable energy, locat-
ing data centers where such excesses occur most frequently,
and complementing reliable datacenters.

The latter situation is an opportunity for cloud computing, whose
scaling problem is that the cloud’s rapid growth is causing a signif-
icant increase in its carbon footprint [17, 19, 22]. We describe both
of these scaling challenges in greater detail in Section 2.

The Zero-carbon cloud idea is to connect data centers to unreli-
able power, operating them only when there is excess renewable
power (called “stranded power”). Thus, the cloud datacenter be-
come supply-following loads for excess renewables, eliminating
their carbon footprint [11, 12]. Initial realizations are happening
on-site in wind farms as shown in Figure 1 [1].

To ease use by applications, Zero-carbon cloud pairs intermittent
datacenters with traditional, reliable data centers [34]. These reli-
able resources create a responsive base, transforming the aggregate
compute services into a reliable resource with variable capacity and
location as shown in Figure 2.

The power grid is scheduled progressively – day-ahead, hour-
ahead, 15-minutes, and 5-minutes, so the availability of Zero-carbon
cloud capacity (the availability of stranded power), can often be
predicted with some advance warning. Stranded power occurs in

Figure 2: Intermittent data centers are paired with reliable
data centers, creating a continuously available aggregate re-
source with varying location and capacity.
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Figure 3: LBNL Data Center power consumption estimates
for USA (estimates through 2014, projection to 2019) [30]

massive quantity (gigawatts), and can be available for long periods
of time – over 10 hours, a day, or as long as several weeks without
interruption (see Figure 6) [10, 13].

1.1 Unique Approach and Intermittence
Properties

Zccloud exploits grid stranded power. Stranded power variability
is defined after the highly-optimized full power market and grid
scheduling. Consequently, its properties (quantity, variability, price)
differs significantly from on-site renewables approaches. Stranded
power reflects true inefficiency/waste in the power grid – so as
a result, using stranded power can often directly increase grid
renewable absorption. Studies show that on-site renewables can
actually harm grid renewable absorption [23].

Stranded-power (SP) based intermittent computing resources dif-
fer from traditional intermittence, presenting new systems research
challenges. In SP intermittence, the resource loss is driven by exter-
nal factors to the computing system, different from spot instances
where intermittence arises from internal resource management. So
SP intermittence cannot be controlled by the cloud operator, and
from an application POV, it may be predictable. SP intermittence
also differs from failures in its high outage rate – as high as 1-20%
unavailability. Groups of resources within a data center have highly
correlated outages. SP intermittent resources may be closest peer
to peer client resources (e.g. napster, lime, bittorrent, etc.) [26].

1.2 Rest of Paper
In subsequent sections, we first describe the scientific foundations
for Zero-carbon cloud and then discuss the interesting challenges
it raises for the cloud computing, power markets, and grid manage-
ment communities.

2 BACKGROUND RESEARCH
2.1 Growing Hyperscale Cloud Power
The explosive success of cloud computing has driven dramatic
growth of over 20% per year to an estimated $200 billion in 2018. Ac-
cording to projections from industry analysts and cloud computing
executives, growth is expected to continue at over 20% compound
annual growth rate [14].

Figure 4: Worldwide experience and research show a declin-
ing capacity credit as RPS increases [33].

There is a corresponding rapid growth of cloud computing power
consumption, as shown in Figure 3. The hyperscale data center
power consumption projection, based on 2014 data, is widely con-
sidered to be an underestimate based on more rapid cloud growth
since 2014. However, even with this estimate of 25 TWh in 2017, a
20% CAGRwould produce an increase of 5 TWh, and 5 years of such
growth to 2022 would result in 62 TWh for the USA alone. Google
cloud executive Kate Brandt estimated their 2017 consumption at
3GW or 27 TWh [17], and Nature estimates 2017 global data center
consumption at 200TWh. Projected to grow to 21% of total electric
use by 2030 [22].

While a number of cloud computing providers have pursued
aggressive offsetting campaigns, they still have significant carbon
footprints [19] because many are not fully offset. Further, offsets
don’t eliminate the carbon emissions from power generation when
renewable power is not available [27].

2.2 Growing Stranded Power: Curtailment and
Negative Pricing

With the adoption of aggressive renewable-portfolio goals [8, 25]
and varied subsidy programs, countries and states have been driving
the conversion of the power generation from fossil fuels to renew-
able sources, primarily wind and solar. US leaders such as California
and New York set goals of 33% for 2020; California surpassed that
goal in 2018. Many smaller states have already surpassed these
levels (Iowa 40%). Recently, even more aggressive goals have been
adopted (California: 50% by 2025, 100% by 2045; European Union -
“carbon-neutral economy” by 2045) [7, 28].

These goals drive radical and accelerating change in power gen-
eration, creating major volatility problems for power grids when
wind and solar generation doesn’t match demand (both too low
and too high). This produces a reduction in capacity credit (the
utility of each increment of added renewables added). In short, a
decreasing fraction of the renewable generations output is “useful”
to the grid (shown by lines decreasing to the right in Figure 4).
Consequently, several large European countries have stalled at RPS
levels of 30-40% [6, 20].

The consequence of ever more renewables, and the grid’s lim-
ited ability to absorb, it is the rise of stranded power – renewable
generated power that is wasted and uneconomic [10, 13]. This
growing quantity is gigawatts, and growing in all regions of the
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Figure 5: Growth in Stranded power in Midcontinent ISO
and California ISO [10, 13]; LMP0 is instantaneous negative-
priced power, NPx is average $/MWh.

Figure 6: Intervals contribution to Duty Factor for vari-
ous Duty Factors in MISO [13], NPx is the average $/MWh
power price threshold, all well below the average price of
$30/MWh.

world where renewables are being deployed [6, 15, 21, 24, 31]. Its
magnitude in MISO and CAISO power grids in the USA is shown
in Figure 5 exceeding levels of 5-10 terawatt-hours per year and
growing rapidly.

2.3 Zero-carbon Cloud: Computing Utility
Fundamentally, supply-following computing resources are inter-
mittent – no services are provided when power is not available.
However, these excess renewable time intervals are surprisingly
long and collectively can constitute high average duty factor (at
the right location in a power grid). These interval characteristics
for a single wind farm in MISO are documented in Figure 6, show-
ing a high overall duty factor, and with most contribution from
intervals of length 10-100 hours. Remarkably, some intervals are
several weeks long! These properties are analyzed in greater detail
in [10, 13].

We studied batch computing for large-scale parallel jobs using
1 full year of workload from a leading scientific computing cen-
ter run by the US Department of Energy [34]. These studies show
that a ZCCloud batch resource can achieve good turnaround times,
and provide a quantitative capacity estimate of the resources with
various levels of duty factor, as shown in Figure 7. While the inter-
mittent resources do not deliver 100% of their hardware configura-
tion’s capacity, the batch scheduler ably exploits compute resources
despite the irregular intermittence structure. Several widely-used
computing models are also good candidates – serverless [4] and
spot instances [3]. Interestingly, both serverless and spot provide

Figure 7: Capacity of Intermittent Resources vs. Duty Factor
vs. Zero-Cacbon Cloud Size for Mira datacenter. Pink: sys-
tem throughput of Mira.

both an asynchronous service interface and weak reliability guar-
antees. A more difficult route is to develop systems techniques
that convert intermittent resources to reliable computing resources
via redundancy, migration, and prediction, particularly those with
external network communication [29].

2.4 Zero-carbon Cloud: Cost-effectiveness
As shown in Section 2.3, supply-following compute resources can
deliver a high fraction of their hardware capacity, but still require
a larger amount of hardware to meet a given service capacity. This
would initially appear to bemore expensive, but deeper study shows
this need not be the case [35].. Not only can operational expenses
be reduced (low or even zero power cost, absorb stranded power),
but significant capital cost reductions (land, space, power equip-
ment, cooling equipment, etc.) can be achieved by de-optimizing
power-use-efficiency (PUE), space, and energy-efficiency (all not
important) and peak-avoidance (cover 90% cases, not 100%) enabled
by intermittence. Combining these cost reductions with experiment-
based capacity estimates [34] shown in Section 2.3 produce overall
net cost-efficiency of capacity – in jobs throughput/million dol-
lars of TCO as in Figure 8. These results suggest that ZCCloud’s
supply-following approach has significant cost advantages today in
high-cost power geographies such as Germany and Japan. In other
regions, the supply-following approach can be cost-competitive,
but with a growing advantage as the power-intensity of computing
continues to grow with the end of Dennard scaling [35].

3 OPPORTUNITY AND RESEARCH
CHALLENGES

The summarized research results suggest that computing resources
that follow the supply of stranded power are becoming cost-effective
and useful. With the continued growth of both stranded power and
cloud computing, we have reached an inflection point and these
long-term trends will make this approach more and more attractive.

Recent signs suggest that hyperscale cloud providers consider it
an imperative to achieve hourly matching of renewable generation
and data center consumption [27], October 2018, a particular form of
supply-following. And recently, venture capital has begun to make
large-scale investments in new data center companies, designed to
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Figure 8: Cost-effectiveness of Zero-carbon Cloud resources
for varied power cost (regions), and several total-cost-
ownership (TCO) models (Berral, Hamilton with 3- and 5-
year compute hardware replacement cycles [35].

exploit stranded power [1] that are building 10-100’s of megawatts
of datacenter capacity.

Supply-following computing resources have unique properties,
as explained in Section 1, and will be available in massive scale.
The race is on to figure out how to build systems to make them
most productive, and maximize their benefit for the power grid!!
We outline several of the exciting research opportunities below:

3.1 Challenge #1: Stochastic Cloud Resource
Management

Grid drives Cloud. Traditional schedulers assume knowledge of
resource capacity. How to manage the stochastic nature supply-
following and resulting stochastic capacity? What capacity infor-
mation and how early do cloud resource managers and schedulers
need to maintain current high levels of efficiency?

Cloud drives Grid. Can scheduling subject to application quality-
of-service requirements quantify flexibility to enable power grid
optimization? Can we capture uncertainties in application’s compu-
tational requirements and express them stochastically to the power
grid. And of course, both directions at the same time.

3.2 Challenge #2: Distributed Protocols for
Highly Unavailable Resources

Traditional distributed systems protocols assume resources with
random, unpredictable and uncorrelated failures for correctness.
However, implementations depend on low failure rates for good
performance in operation [2, 32]. ZCCloud intermittent resources
have high unavailability rates that may be correlated across re-
sources, and predictable based on external factors (i.e. time of day,
weather). Traditional approaches are unlikely to work well, but
we have proposed that exploiting knowledge of ZCCloud resource
properties, derived from statistical characterization or prediction,
can produce more efficient consensus protocol, replication, and
availability implementations [36]. However many research ques-
tions remain.

3.3 Challenge #3: Making Cloud workload
supply-following

The scale of supply-following compute resources is ultimately lim-
ited by the quantity of flexible workload that can be time-shifted
or location-shifted to where stranded power is available. Can we
quantify how much is there today? and how much can it flex?

Figure 9: The Power Grid can be co-optimized with multiple
Hyperscale Cloud infrastructures.

Some published studies suggest two-thirds of cloud workload is
“deferrable” [16], and many scheduling studies naturally assume
some flexibility – jobs have deadlines but are released early enough
that there’s a choice of when to run [9, 18]. Asynchronous comput-
ing models such as batch, serverless, and spot-instances express
application flexibility. Are there additional models that increase
workload flexibility? The availability of massive supply-following
resources is a call for research on how to make more applications
“deferrable”. Can it be 10%? 20% or even 50%?

3.4 Challenge #4: Coupling Power Grid and
Multiple Hyperscale Clouds

A large challenge is how to co-optimize power scheduling in the
grid and cloud computation scheduling (see Figure 9). The grid
wants to understand the available power load flexibility to optimize
renewable absorption, and the hyperscale clouds might exploit
power grid flexibility to optimize cost, operations, or minimize
power-induced carbon emissions. How to couple is challenging
because information sharing is problematic for cloud providers, who
are famously protective of internal load, operation, and capacity
information. For example, advertising reduced power flexibility
might flag excess capacity. Or, allowing power shifting across data
centers might leak replication – and therefore security information.
Avoiding information leakage publicly or to other cloud providers
is a major challenge.

3.5 Challenge #5: Power Markets and Grid
Management with Stochastic Quantities

Today, power market bids express definite quantities of power, de-
livered or consumed at particular times. Such bids fail to capture the
uncertainty in renewable generation and the general uncertainty
in load. One interesting proposal is to add uncertainty to bids, al-
lowing, for example, a range of capacity with perhaps a probability
distribution (e.g. 70-90 MW, uniform distribution). Another possibil-
ity is to express stochastic behavior across time (e.g. 50MW stable,
with a 20MW 1-hour bump between 8am and 12noon). Such might
be useful as a load. Yet one more angle is to express uncertainty
across location (e.g. 20MW load at 8am, either in Iowa or Texas).
Such bids present research challenges in how to use (bidders), how
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to clear the markets, and how to schedule power grid and cloud
workload in the presence of such uncertainty.

3.6 Challenge #6: Exploiting Geographic
Supply-following Load

The geographic distribution of datacenter network loads, combined
with fast control (seconds to minutes), gives them unique capabili-
ties for the power grid for short-term stability, and meso-time scale
optimization. How to best use this is an open research challenge.
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